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Housepainting. Pretty simple, hm? Just… paint the 
house! But is there that one painter who gets the 
prime jobs while you’re still knocking on doors? 

Or do you realize halfway through a job that you should 
have asked for several hundred dollars more?! Bidding a 
job fairly and accurately is a fine art that is too important 
to overlook. We consulted two paint companies on very 
different ends of the spectrum: a huge national and a 
regional company that sells through the independent for 
their perspectives on how to…Get the Bid.

Grin and Behr It
What does it cost to paint? Someone who hasn’t had 

this done in a while, or someone who had never had this 
done—or those wonderful customers that assume every-
one is ripping them off—may go into “sticker shock” at 
your proposal. But, before you can be a painter, you need 

to be a salesperson, so if they ask why it costs so much 
to paint, perhaps your question should be “what does it 
cost not to paint?”

Colin Jaffe, senior vice president of operations for 
professional products and services at Behr Process 
Corporation, suggests to remind your customers of the 
bleak future they face by walking away from a paint 
job. “The realities of not painting include lackluster curb 
appeal, diminished property value and deteriorating 
home interior surfaces,” he says. Along these same lines, 
they might not be doing anyone a favor by having you use 
the cheapest hogslop you can find. 

“It is always important to inform customers that one of 
the keys to doing any job well is choosing the right materi-
als for the surface, its condition and the desired outcome,” 
he points out. “Paying a little extra up front for the right 
product is far less expensive and time-consuming than 
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We introduced Graco’s handheld sprayers to you in our previous issue, and it turns out 
they’re a great idea for use in interior jobs. “The TrueCoat® Pro II sprayers really deliver 
a faster, easier way to spray small jobs with the quality and performance of a full-
size airless paint sprayer,” said Kate Grathwohl, Graco Contractor Equipment Division 

(CED) Worldwide Product Marketing Manager. “The feedback we are getting from 
the pros is that the TrueCoat Pro II handhelds deliver quality results and performance 
and reduce the time for small jobs to only minutes from set-up through clean-up. 

They also appreciate the savings in materials and less hassle.”
  The new TrueCoat Pro II sprayers feature the ProControl™ Pressure Control System (variable pres-
sure: 1000 – 2000 psi) that allows you to adjust the pressure to spray thin and thick materials and 
cover a wider variety of applications. This feature enables more control and reduced overspray at 
lower fluid pressure while enabling a higher production rate with thicker materials. 
  The sprayers also feature the new Tilt-n-Spray Pendulum Suction Tube for a full range of motion 
while spraying up, down and sideways, just like a professional Graco Contractor™ gun, while evac-
uating all of the material from the cup for fewer refills and more productive spray time. The sprayers 
are recommended for walls, ceilings, trim, doors, siding, garage doors, fences, shutters and decks. 
graco.com
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coming back later to repeat the project.” 
One way to talk them into good product is to compare 

it to what costs the most—and that would be you. And 
you, says Jaffe, are not up for debate. “Your salary should 
be a non-negotiable line item on every estimate,” he says. 
“In addition to basic man-hours, this figure should also 
include incidental costs such as insurance, benefits and 
workers’ compensation. Add in business expenses such 
as accounting fees, office supplies, as well as the cost of 
phones and vehicles. For jobs that require travel, factor in 
time and expenses for yourself and your crew—and don’t 
forget to pay yourself.” 

Remember not to forget this…
Jaffe has a list of important points that any painter 

should consider while bidding an interior job. Paying 
attention to these issues will put you a step ahead.

• Being thoughtful and complete in your estimates is 
the best way to keep jobs, both large and small, from 
becoming profit killers. Stay away from ballparking 
estimates and take time to assess every aspect of the job 
and factor in all costs—from product and materials to 
total man hours and labor overhead—into the budget. 

• Note which surfaces are finished—areas with no 
chips, stains or peeling that may only require minor 
touch ups—and also note those that need extra prep, 
repair or replacement. Look for rough textures that will 
require more material, and hard-to-reach areas that will 
require more effort and time to address.

• Draw up a list of materials needed. Tarps, spackle, 
sandpaper, equipment such as lifts or platforms, and, of 
course, paint and primer—note it all.

If you can’t read their minds, ask them
Before you submit your bid, make sure you know what 

your customers want—no need to bid on the whole house 
if they really only wanted you to paint the kitchen and 

the bathroom. 
“Before taking the time to create a detailed project 

estimate, it is crucial to ask questions about the hom-
eowners’ expectations regarding price and the finished 
results,” says Jaffee. 

Next, find out their time frame. If they need it in a 
week vs. if they need it in two months might make a 
difference in your estimate. If they say they have six 
hundred thirty-two dollars to spend, no need to work 
out a $3,008 estimate—show them what $632 will buy. 
“This information will help you decide what offering 
will best suit the customers and help you win their 
business,” said Jaffe.

Plus, prime! Again, you’ll haggle with that customer 
that doesn’t want to “waste money” on that, and you’ll 
meet the painter who doesn’t want to “waste time” on that. 
Time being money, no point in wasting either—especially 
since you’ll be so glad to come back and do it again at no 
charge! “The naked eye can fool you! Most surfaces accu-
mulate dirt, scuffing and stains over time,” Jaffe reminds 
us. “For this reason we always recommended to carefully 
prep and protect all surfaces. To secure the best possible 
finish—even when the last coat appears to be fairly well 
intact—we recommend using a paint and primer in one, 
such as Behr Premium Plus Ultra®, that provides excellent 
hiding and stain blocking, if necessary.”

Finally, rather than going into this with eyes wide shut, 
go over your bid with your customers and make sure they 
understands everything on it. “This in-depth review will 
allow you to highlight the services you’re offering as well 
as showcase your dedication to the project,” he says. “Use 
the proposal review as an opportunity to strengthen your 
relationship and highlight your expertise.” behrpro.com

“But it’s so expensive!”
“OK, I’ll do it for free.”
No you won’t, so your first task might be to convince 

Home 
InterIor
Before you can paint inside a 
house, they have to let you in!
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a hedging homeowner to think of your services as an 
investment rather than an expense, suggests Pat Lauber, 
president of Harrison Paint Company, a regional grinder 
based in Canton, OH. Harrison sells the Dutch Standard 
paint line plus the Excelsior brand of floor coatings. “An 
expense is something you pay for that you can never 
recoup,” he says. An investment is different—a good 
paint job can make it easier to sell the home later, or even 
easier to live there now. It improves the quality of life.

“When you consider that some of the amount being 
paid can be recouped down the road in the form of an 
increased price for your home, the expense doesn’t seem 
so bad,” says Lauber. 

As with any investment, people will want to know 

what, exactly they’re investing in—for example, are they 
investing in their own home improvement or in your new 
Harley 2013 Street Bob (or both)? So, Lauber suggests, 
be accurate with your estimation of 
their investment.

Have confidence!
Ever had someone give 

you a price for 
something and 
then ask “Is that 
okay?” Sounds 
like they’re scared. 
Know that your 

offer is honest—and make 
sure it is—but Lauber recom-
mends offering some alterna-
tives just in case it’s out of 
your customer's range. “Let-
ting a customer know you 
are flexible and able to work 
within their budget to achieve 
their goal—even if it has to 
be done in stages—is good 
business. The more options 
you give, the less likely the 
customer will want multiple 
bids—but don’t overwhelm 
them with choices either.” You 
can even build in some sav-
ings by letting them know that 
having the whole job done at 
the same time will save them 
money by reducing your costs, 
Lauber suggests.

While your customer will 
value a timely submission, 
walking around the house for 
10 minutes and spouting out a 
number may seem to them as 
random—plus you might miss 
something that a bit consider-
ation will bring into view. “It 
may be easier to quote off the 
top of your head, but it can 
make the difference between 
profit and loss,” says Lauber. 

“Carefully inspect surfaces 
to be painted and consider 
prep time and materials. The 
time to discover patching 
needs is before you quote, not 
when the roller hits the wall. 
Also, be sure your quote is 
specific as to what is includ-
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ed—and make sure to point out that add-ons (Can you 
paint this door too?) may add to the cost.”

Your name isn't Wal, or Mart
Well, maybe it’s Wally or Marty, but in any case, 

you’re not all about the lowest price. You can get a job 
with a higher bid than someone else if you make more 
sense and convince your customer you’ll do a more 
thorough job—if you have confidence in yourself, they 
may just get that confidence in you!

“Certainly price is a factor—but it shouldn’t be the 
only one!” Lauber says. “The proposal 
should be neat and organized—just 
the way you will leave their jobsite!—
and should clearly state what you will 
do. Specify when you are available to 
start their job and how much time you 
expect it will take. Finally, be sure to 
point out your experience (local refer-
ences are a plus!) and commitment to 
protecting their home and possessions 
during the work.” 

harrisonpaint.com.

High and inside
Almost every house has interesting 

architectural features—that sunken 
living room, extra steps here and 
there, that high part of the ceiling 
that only a condor can access com-
fortably. Make sure your ladder can 
adapt as well as that condor! The 
folks at LeveLok have a variety of 
products to stabilize your experience 
with the “higher ups.”

• Single or multiple LeveLok 
Levelers can be quickly attached or 
detached to multiple ladders at any 
time. “This is a great option for com-
mercial painters as they are always 
dealing with uneven surfaces and 
varied degrees of heights and they 
have to wiggle into awkward places 
and spaces,” says company president 
Phil Lanzafame. The Levelers attach 
quickly and securely without fasteners 
and are made of tough, lightweight, 
aircraft aluminum construction. 

• “TieGrrr Straps and various other 
LeveLok tie downs can be very help-
ful for tying off the top of a ladder on 
a roof or against a wall,” adds Phil. 

• The Ladder Dolly, featured on 
last month’s TPC cover, is great 
for outdoor work but can help you 
wheel your ladder to interior jobs as 
well. levelok.com  TPC

LeveLok products 
help you smile for 

your customers, 
work on a ladder 
safely, and avoid 

damaging the 
interior walls. 

Plus, you look 
more professional 
on the job! Wide 

variety of prod-
ucts available. 

levelok.com


